A profound computational study to prioritize the natural compound inhibitors against the P. falciparum orotidine-5-monophosphate decarboxylase enzyme.
In the current contribution, a multicomplex-based pharmacophore modeling approach was employed on the structural proteome of Plasmodium falciparum orotidine-5-monophosphate decarboxylase enzyme (PfOMPDC). Among the constructed pharmacophore models, the representative hypotheses were selected as the primary filter to screen the molecules with the complementary features responsible for showing inhibition. Thereafter, auxiliary evaluations were performed on the screened candidates via drug-likeness and molecular docking studies. Subsequently, the stability of the docked protein-ligand complexes was scrutinized by employing molecular dynamics simulations and molecular mechanics-Poisson Boltzmann surface area based free binding energy calculations. The stability the docked candidates was compared with the highly active crystallized inhibitor (3S9Y-FNU) to seek more potential candidates. All the docked molecules displayed stable dynamic behavior and high binding free energy in comparison to 3S9Y-FNU. The employed workflow resulted in the retrieval of five drug-like candidates with diverse scaffolds that may show inhibitory activity against PfOMPDC and could be further used as the novel scaffold to develop novel antimalarials. Communicated by Ramaswamy H. Sarma.